This is a great “go-to” pattern for a gift card holder that you can customize for any occasion. Perfect for
mass producing as the pattern is sized to get 3 out of a single sheet of cardstock.
Stamp Set:
Sincerely Santa (Wood-148933, Clear-148929)
Inks:
Cherry Cobbler Classic Ink (147083)
Paper (including cutting dimensions):
Garden Green Card Stock [CS] (102584) 3-1/2” x 8-1/2”, scored
at 2” and 6”, 3” scrap for circle
Cherry Cobbler Cardstock [CS] (119685) 1” x 8-1/2”, scored at 2”
Whisper White (100730) scrap for 2” circle
Dashing Along DSP (149903) striped pattern, 3-1/4” x 4”
Accessories:
Stampin' Dimensionals (144108)
Multipurpose Liquid Glue (110755)
Stampin’ Trimmer (126889)
Big Shot Die-Cutting Machine (143263)
Layering Circles Framelits (141705)
2” circle punch (133782)
Clear Rhinestone Jewels (144220)
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Cut the cardstock to 3-1/2” x 8-1/2” (you can get 3 pieces out of 1 sheet of cardstock!) Score at 2” and
6”. Cut the DSP into a 3-1/4” strip, then turn and cut into 4” pieces. (Bonus: You can get 3 pieces out of
1 strip of DSP! Yay for good yield!)
2. Fold the cardstock and crease with a bonefolder. Apply a small line of liquid glue and fold up to create
pocket for gift card.
3. Cut the DSP at 1-3/4”. Glue the 2-1/4” piece onto the face of the pocket. Glue the 1-3/4” piece of
DSP onto the top front.
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4. Take the 1” strip crease at score line. Fold over the top of the card holder and wrap around from
behind and back up to front to create bellyband. Bellyband should be snug enough to stay on but loose
enough to slip off easily. Glue bellyband to itself.
5. Stamp the sentiment onto Whisper White cardstock and punch out with 2” circle punch. Cut a 21/8” circle on the Big Shot with the Framelit dies. Adhere the circles together. Use the Stampin’
Dimensionals adhere the emblem to the belly band. Embellish with Rhinestones.

